This list is provided by UNO Parking and Transit Services to specify violations and the guidance for the issuance of citations. These descriptions are designed to be as transparent as possible for those that park on UNO campuses and to help better inform citation recipients on why a particular parking citation is issued.

**$0: Tow or Boot Warning**
- A warning citation issued to a vehicle to inform the driver that their vehicle is at risk of being immobilized or towed the next time it is parked on campus
  - Please contact the UNO Parking and Transit Services office immediately if you have received a tow or boot warning

**$10: Overnight Parking/Unauthorized Parking Over Twenty-four (24) Hours**
- Issued when a vehicle is parked on campus overnight in a non-designated lot/area or parked on campus continuously for more than twenty-four (24) hours without authorization from UNO Parking and Transit Services

**$10: Non-Registered Handicap/ADA Permit**
- Issued when a vehicle with a UNO permit is parked in a handicap stall, displaying a state issued ADA hang tag/plate, but the ADA hang tag has not been registered with UNO Parking and Transit Services

**$10: Parking Over Stall Lines**
- Issued when a vehicle is parked over stall lines that negatively impacts parking in adjacent parking stalls

**$20: Plate Not Visible to Drive Aisle**
- Issued when a vehicle’s license plate is not visibly facing a drive aisle or is not in the vehicle’s designated plate location

**$30: No Valid Parking Permit**
- Issued when a vehicle is parked on UNO campuses and does not have a valid UNO permit and/or any other daily/hourly permit registered to it

**$30: Unauthorized Lot**
- Issued when a vehicle with a valid UNO permit is parked in a lot that is not authorized for their permit type

**$30: Parked Blocking Driveways, Roadways, or Other Vehicles**
- Issued when a vehicle is parked in a way that obstructs a drive aisle, roadway, or other vehicle
$30: Unauthorized Area
● Issued when a vehicle parks in a location that is not designated as a parking space or parking area
  ○ Unauthorized areas include, but are not limited to:
    ■ Grass
    ■ Sidewalks/Crosswalks
    ■ Blocking Driveways to Traffic Movement
    ■ Hashed Areas
    ■ No Parking Areas
    ■ Bus/Shuttle Cutouts

$30: Overtime Parking
● Issued when a vehicle is parked past a posted time limit in an area or space regulated by a time limit
  ○ Can be issued each time a vehicle exceeds the time restriction in a time restricted lot
    ■ Example: A vehicle parked in a 30 minute load zone can receive a separate overtime parking citation each time it exceeds 30 minutes

$50: Compact Stall Violation
● Issued when a vehicle extends past the compact stall markings of a compact stall

$50: Visitor Lot/Event Violation
● Issued when a vehicle that is registered to an affiliated faculty/staff or student is parked in a space or lot designated for visitors only

$55: Obscured VIN and No Plates (1st, 2nd, and 3rd Offense)
● Issued when a vehicle parks on campus without a license plate and has an intentionally/unintentionally obscured VIN number that prevents identification of the vehicle

$60: Administrative Immobilization Fee
● An administrative fee issued when a vehicle is immobilized on UNO campuses (see Parking Rules and Regulations for criteria for vehicle immobilization)
  ● This is an administrative fee, and is not waivable or appealable

$100: Misuse of Permit or Code
● Issued when two (2) vehicles that are registered to the same permit are parked on campus at the same time

$100: False Pretense
Issued when a vehicle is displaying a previous citation or an empty citation envelope on their vehicle in an attempt to avoid being issued a new citation or allowing one’s permit to be counterfeited/copied

$100: Unauthorized Reserved Stall or Lot
- Issued under multiple circumstances including, but not limited to:
  - Parking in a clearly marked reserved stall or lot
  - Parking overnight in a designated load zone
  - Parking in an area blocked off or reserved for construction or an event

$150: Unauthorized Handicap Stall (1st Offense)
- Issued when a vehicle is parked in an ADA stall without displaying a state issued ADA hang tag or plate (1st Offense within a 12-month period)

$200: Use of Counterfeit or Stolen Permit
- Issued when a vehicle is parked on campus and is displaying a counterfeit or stolen permit and/or dash pass

$250: Immobilization Tampering Fee
- An administrative fee issued when an immobilization device (boot) is tampered with
- This is an administrative fee, and is not waivable or appealable

$300: Unauthorized Handicap Stall (2nd Offense)
- Issued when a vehicle is parked in an ADA stall without displaying a state issued ADA hang tag or plate (2nd Offense within a 12-month period)

$500: Unauthorized Handicap Stall (3rd Offense)
- Issued when a vehicle is parked in an ADA stall without displaying a state issued ADA hang tag or plate (3rd Offense within a 12-month period)